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ABSTRACT 

Vehicles arc the important element in transportation system. It is being used for 

traveling on road to fulfill the demand of working, business, vacation, etc. About I .4% 

of registered vehicles getting involved in road crashes in Malaysia. There were found 

about 4. 9 deaths per I 0,000 from registered vehicles in year 2002. Statistical reports 

road accident (PDRM) shows that the road accident by type of faults about 15% by 

speeding behavior. These statistic lead to the inevitable conclusion that the impact of 

road crashes due to speeding behaviour could be fatal and severed injuries. 

Therefore, a study on the effects of different posted speed limits to determine the 

operating speed and compliance of speed limits was carried out. The sites were 

identified and selected that located on PLUS expressway stretch from Kuala Lumpur to 

Scremban. The section of locations were in Sg.Bcsi area with 80 km/h posted speed 

limit, Serdang area 90 km/h posted speed limits and Seremban with 1 IO km/h posted 

speed limits. There were I 00 data collected in spot speed study was carried out for each 

vehicles c!assification namely motorcycle, car, taxi, light van and utility, medium lorry, 

heavy lorry and bus. The collection of data were taken from 10.00 a.m to 1.00 p.m 

within a month and covered for both southbound and northbound direction. The vehicles 

that traveling at or below posted or commercial speed limits was classified as complied 

with the speed limits, those who traveling above posted or commercial speed limits at all 

was classified as not complied with the speed limits. The data were analysed using 

statistical anaysis on univariate and bivariate analysis. 
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Results from univariate analysis on descriptive frequency showed that the 85"* percentile 

speed of car, taxi and bus almost over with the speed limits compared with motorcycle, 

light van and utility, medium and heavy lorry. Also the percentage of non-compliance 

with speed limits for car, taxi and bus were higher than motorcycle, light van and utility, 

medium and heavy lorry. While, from bivariate analysis the results shows eight variables 

were significantly associated with compliance of speed limits. They were vehicle 

classification, travel direction, different posted speed limits, 110 km/h posted speed 

limits, 90 km/h posted speed limits, 80 km/h posted speed limits, car versus taxi and 

private vehicle versus commercial vehicle. 

Therefore, road safety program should be focused on car at any posted speed limits, taxi 

at 90 km/h posted speed limits, bus at 110 km/h posted speed limits, direction of 

travelling toward CBD area and speed limits on 90 km/h. It is recommended that future 

engineering and non-engineering road safety programs in promoting the anti-speeding 

behavior through educating the public to travel with safe speed regarding with speed 

limit. Besides, there should be to carry out speed trapped and patrol operation on target 

group by the authority. Also, there is need some warn nf a nrwihte withdrawal the 

license permit upon any commercial vehicle those are frequently involved in violation of 

speed limit. Last but not least, by enforcing on commercial vehicles to install with 

special devices on speed pedal to restricted form speeding over speed limits. 
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ABSTRAK 

Kenderaan adalah merupakan elemen yang pcnting dalam sistcm pcngangkutan. tanya 

digunakan untuk perja!anan di jalan raya bagi mcmenuhi untuk tujuan pckcrjaan, 

perniagaan, percutian dan lain-lain lagi. Lebih kurang 1.4% daripada kenderaan 

berdaflar telah terlibat dalam kemalangan jalan raya di Malaysia. Juga didapati batiawa 

sebanyak 4.9 kematian setiap 10,000 bagi kenderaan berdaftar dalam tahun 2002. 

Laporan perangkaan kemalangan jalan raya (PDRM) menunjukkan bahawa bagi 

kemalangan yang melibatkan jenis kesalahan, lebih kurang 15% adalah daripada 

kesalahan memandu laju. Ini menunjukkan kesan daripada kematangan yang melibatkan 

kelakuan pemanduan yang laju boleh menyebabkan kematian dan kecederaan yang 

parah. 

Oleh itu, satu kajian untuk menentukan kesan-kesan terhadap perbezaan had taju 

terpampan/terpamer telah dilakukan. Tapak kajian telah dikenatpasti dart dipilih yang 

terletak di lebuhraya PLUS di laluan dari Kuala Lumpur hingga ke Seremban. Scksycn 

y n n o n i p i l i h adalah di kawasan Sg. Besi dengan had laju terpamer 80km/j, di kawasan 

Serdang dengan had laju terpamer 90km/j dan di kawasan Seremban dengan had laju 

terpamer llOkm/j. Sebanyak 100 data telah dikumpul untuk kajian kelajuan setempat 

bagi setiap kelasifikasi kenderaan iaitu motorsikal, kereta, teksi, van dan utiliti, lorri 

sederhana dan berat. Pengumpulan data telah diambil dari jam 10.00 pagi hingga LOO 

petang selama tempoh sebulan dan meliputi dari kedua-dua arah selatan dan utara. 

Kenderaan yang didapati bergerak pada atau di bawah had laju dikclaskan scbagai 
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mematuhi had taju berkenaan. Sementara, kenderaan yang didapati bergerak metebihi 

had taju diketaskan sebagai tidak mematuhi had taju tersebut. Data-data yang diperolehi 

tetah dianatsis dengan anatsis secara statistik metalui keadah anatsis dan 

Keputusan dari keadah anahsis z / n / v ^ r M / e metatui frekuensi diskritif menunjukkan 

ketajuan persentil ke-85 bagi kereta, teksi dan bas adatah metebihi had taju berbanding 

motorsikal, van dan utititi dan tori sederhana dan berat. Juga peratusan tidak mematuhi 

had laju menunjukkan kereta, teksi dan bas adaiah melebihi had )aju berbanding 

motorsikat, van dan utiliti dan tori sederhana dan berat. Sementara, bagi keputusan 

kaedah ^/var/a/e puta menunjukkan sebanyak lapan pembotehubah adatah ketara 

berkaitan dengan pematuhan had laju. Pembotehubah tersebut adaiah kelasifikasi 

kenderaan, arah perjatanan, perbezaan had laju terpamer, had laju terpamer t lOkm/j, had 

taju terpamer 90km/j, had taju terpamer 80km/j, kereta melawan teksi dan kenderaan 

persendirian metawan kenderaan perdadangan. 

Oleh itu, program kesetamatan jatan raya harus ditumpukan ke atas kereta pada mana-

mana had laju terpamer, teksi pada had taju terpamer 90 km/j, bas pada had taju 

terpamer 110 km/j, arah perjalanan menuju bandar pusat pemiagaan dan pada had taju 

90 km/j. Maka dicadangkan program mempromosikan anti-memecut metatui pendekatan 

mendidik orang awam untuk memandu pada kelajuan yang setamat berpandukan had 

taju yang dibenarkan. Disamping itu, pihak berkuasa pertu metakukan aktiviti rondaan 

dan perangkap had taju terhadap kumputan sasaran. Juga pertu diberikan amaran untuk 

menarik batik tesen permit bagi kenderaan perdadangan yang kerap kati metakukan 
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kesalahan memecut dengan melebihi had laju. Serta, dengan mengenakan tindakan 

kuatkuasa bagi kenderaan perdadangan memasang peralatan penahan pedal kelajuan 

daripada memecut melebihi had laju yang dibenarkan. 
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CHAPTER T 

INTRODUCTION 

This research describes a study on the effect of different posted speed limits on 

highways among vehicles classification within the context of the Malaysian 

environment. To make any mode of transport safer, it is vita! to have a good 

understanding of how crashes and injuries occur. Then it may be possible to take 

effective remedial action to reduce the likelihood of crashes and minimise the 

seventy of injuries to motorist during an accident. 

This chapter begins with the background of the study which includes the number of 

registered vehicles in Malaysia and factors closely linked to demand among the 

vehicle classification to leading the establishment of the magnitude and seriousness 

of the road safety problems. 
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Background of the Study 

Vehicles are important eiement in transportation system, it is being used for 

traveh'ng on road to fulfill the demand of working, business, vacation, etc. Travel at 

safe and reasonable speeds on highways promotes the nation's productivity. Tims, 

tota] numbers of registered vehictes were 4,625,384 (year 1988) rose to 11,710,800 

in year 2002 (Table 1.1). Within these 14 years the number of vehicles invotved in 

accidents rose from 119,280 to 479,883 (Table 1.2). 

Table 1.1: Type of Registered Vehictes 

Type of Vehicles 

Year Car Motorcycle 
Van 
and 

Lorry 
Bus Taxi Total 

1988 1549068 2701147 326814 23346 25009 4625384 

1989 1658567 2848717 349737 24828 26078 4907927 

!990 1811141 3035330 38330 26803 28811 4940415 

1991 1970934 3251289 411149 28229 31842 5693443 

19^2 2107005 3473643 442401 30013 34178 6087240 

1993 2255420 3703838 466871 33358 36458 6495945 

1994 2426546 3977047 495736 34771 40088 6974188 

1995 2532396 3564756 430716 35224 27276 6590368 

1996 2886536 3951931 512165 38965 59456 7449053 

1997 3271304 4328117 572720 43444 51293 8266878 

1998 3452852 4692183 599149 45643 54590 8844417 

1999 3787047 5082473 642976 47674 55626 9615796 

2000 4145982 5356604 655284 48662 56152 10262684 

2001 4557992 5609651 689668 49771 56579 10963661 

2002 5027173 5859195 714796 51251 58385 11710800 

(Source: Royal Malaysian Police (PDRM), 2002) 
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Table 1.2: Type of Vehicles Involved In Road Accident 

Type of Vehicles 

Year Car Motorcycle 
Van 
and 

Lorry 
Bus Taxi Total 

1988 71852 23307 16063 5050 3008 119280 

1989 69711 23974 14094 5351 7539 120669 

1990 79642 27611 17503 5928 9406 140090 

1991 86086 29237 20740 6446 11649 154158 

1992 100305 39272 33272 7844 4729 185422 

1993 112574 48511 48511 9317 5225 224138 

1994 125972 58921 58921 10363 5747 259924 

1995 138425 66508 66508 10236 5383 287060 

t996 170671 73268 73268 10781 6429 334417 

1997 201079 80100 80100 11620 6120 379019 

1998 206070 77298 77298 10107 6245 377018 

1999 227705 76032 76032 9721 6773 396263 

2000 268881 79816 79816 9660 6620 444793 

2001 300910 85761 85761 9275 6530 488237 

2002 320719 86834 56883 9258 6189 479883 

(Source: Royal Malaysian Police (PDRM), 2002) 

Among type of vehicles involved in road accident were 43.6% motorcycle, 29.7% 

car, 10.6% lorry, 5.4% bus, 4.2% van and 6.5% others. Consequently, there were 

about 40.9% motorcycle, 26.6% car, 14.8% lorry, 7.6% bus, 3.4% van and 6.7% 

others death in the total road accident for the year 2002 (PDRM, 2002). 
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Problem Statement 

Road accident is one of the majo- causes of death and injuries in Malaysia. Based on 

statisticai data of PDRM, on average annua! road fatahty are about 6.000 peop!c per 

year or 16.6 fatalities per day for the period between 1996 and 2002. Within this 

period, there were 1,753.468 road accident cases involving 44,152 fatalities and 

342,771 injured including 80,558 severed. Speeding is categorised as one of the main 

faults of road accidents in the country. It contributes directly by 15% and indirectly 

through dangerous driving (7%) careless driving (37%). Thus speeding contributes 

from a minimum of 15% to a maximum 59% of all road accident in the country. 

Objectives 

The main objective of this study is to determine the effects of traveling speed of 

different posted speed limit on highway. The objectives of this study arc as follows: 

i) To determine the operating speed of different vehicles at different posted 

speed limit. 

ii) To determine the speed compliance level of traveling vehicles. 

iii) To identify the non-compliance level at different posted speed limits. 
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Hypotheses 

The hypotheses of this study are to identify the contributing factors to compliance of 

speed limits. The hypotheses are as follows: 

(i). There is no association between classification compliance of speed limits and 

vehicle. 

(ii). There is no association between compliance of speed limits and direction of 

traveling. 

(iii). There is no association between different posted speed limits and compliance 

of speed limits. 

(iv). There is no association between 110 km/h Posted Speed Limits and compliance 

of speed limits. 

(v). There is no association between 90 km/h Posted Speed Limits and compliance 

of speed limits. 

(vi). There is no association between 80 km/h Posted Speed Limits and compliance 

of speed limits. 

(vii). There is no association between car versus taxi and compliance of speed limits, 

(viii). There is no association between private vehicles versus public vehicles and 

compliance of speed limits, 

(ix). There is no association between private vehicles versus commercial vehicles 

and compliance of speed limits, 

(x). There is no association between bus versus taxi and compliance of speed limits. 
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Scope of (he Study 

The study focuses on the effect of different posted speed hmits among vehictes 

ctassification at 80 km/h, 90 km/h and 110 km/h posted speed limit on the North 

South (PLUS) expressway stretch from Kuala Lumpur to Seremban. The study aims 

to identify and determine the operating speed and the comptiance of speed timits 

among the vehicles classification. The scope of the study were covered based on 

collection of spot speed data within the identified area. 
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CHAPTER H 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Driver Speed Characteristic on Speed Limit 

Solomon (1964) identified the driver and vehicle characteristics associated with 

speeding on rural highways during the late 1950s. He reported higher mean speeds 

for young drivers, out of state vehicles, buses and late model passenger vehicles, 

especially high-performance models. Other early studies linked driving speed to age, 

trip length and presence or absence of passengers. More recently, Fildes et a!., (1991) 

unobtrusively measured the speeds of vehicles and interview the drivers on urban 

and rural road segments in Victoria, Australia. They found that younger drivers, 

drivers without passengers, drivers of newer cars, drivers traveling for business 

purposes and drivers travelling with high mileage trips were more likely to drive 

faster than average and exceed the speed limit. 

Mustyn and Sheppard (1980) found more than 75 percent of drivers claimed they 

drive at a speed that traffic and road conditions permit, regardless of the posted speed 

limit. Although the motorists who were interviewed tended to consider speeding to 

be one of the primary causes of crashes, they did not consider driving 16 km/h over 
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the Hmit to be particularly wrong. However, most of those interviewed considered 

driving 32 km/h over the Hmit to be a serious offence. 

Compliance of the Speed Limits 

In general, compliance with speed limits is poor by Parker (1997). Harkey et al. 

(1990) found that 70 percent of the vehicles exceeded the speed limit on a 

representative sample of low and moderate speed roads in four States. Similar results 

are reported abroad by the European Transport Safety Council (1995) and in Canada 

by Knowles et al. (1997). Further, Haglund and Aberg (2000) examined driver's 

attitudes toward speeding and influence of others driver's on speed choices. Data 

were collected on Swedish highways, with a speed limit of 90 km/h. They concluded 

that driver's decisions regarding speeding are highly correlated with the other 

driver's behaviors. Drivers usually overestimated the fraction of high-speed (i.e., 

those traveling at least 10 km/h over the speed limit). 

A number of studies have examined the effects of altering speed limits on speeds. 

Spitz (1984) reported that the 85th percentile speed of traffic increased less than 0.6 

km/h in 40 zones where speed limits were raised in 10 California cities. This was less 

than the 1.1-km/h increase observed in the comparison sites which had no speed limit 

change. For the 10 zones where speed limits were lowered, speeds actually increased 

on average by 1.8km/h. 
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A study in Hong Kong shows that about nine percent of the speeding cases on roads 

with speed limit of either 80 or 100 km/h are over of 30 km/h. Tins is in line with the 

general speeding statistics that shows ibout 10% of the cases are in excess of the 

speed limit over 30 km/h and would pose a significantly higher potential danger to 

other road users. It is also noted that for roads with a higher speed limit of 100 km/h, 

the majority of the speeding cases (two-third) are in excess of the speeding limit by 

11 to 15 km/h while for road with lower speed limit of 80 km/h, majority (70%) of 

the speeding cases are in excess of the speed limit by 16 to 30 km/Ii (Transports 

Bureau, 2000). 

In addition, many drivers tend to drive somewhat faster than posted speed limits, no 

matter what the limits are. Although people often opt to travel somewhat faster than 

the posted limit, they do not completely ignore it but choose a speed they perceive as 

unlikely to result in a ticket. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Highway 

Loss Data Institute (IIHS-HLDI) frequently monitors the free-flowing travel speeds 

on interstate highways posted at 55 mph and speeds on roads with 65 and 75 mph 

limits. They reported that, in general, higher speed limits lead tc greater proportions 

of cars traveling at very high speeds (IIHS-HLDI, 2003). In 1996 when speed limits 

were further increased to 75 mph, more than 29 percent of motorists exceeded 75 

mph and by 2003, 55 percent of motorists exceeded 75 mph. 

In Maryland, which retained 55 mph limits on rural interstates until 1995, the 

proportion traveling faster than 70 mph remained virtually unchanged at seven 

percent during 1988-93. By 1994, 12-15 percent of cars were exceeding 70 mph. In 

Texas, alter the limit was set at 70 mph, cars went even faster, 50 percent were 
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travetting faster above than 70 mph. More recent in year 2003, the IIHS-HLDI 

supported interstate speed surveys in major metropolitan areas reports that up to haif 

of the drivers exceed 65 mph speed limits by more than 10 mph. Specifically, in one 

the 70 mph zone near Los Angeles, 25 percent of drivers exceeded the speed limit by 

more than 10 mph (IIHS-HLDI, 2003). 

Speed Limits and Safety 

Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) state that the speed limits 

as a uniform speed of vehicles in traffic flow results in the safest operation. The 

speed limits also give the motorist an idea of a reasonable speed to drive in an 

unfamiliar location. The speed limits are used by police officials to identify excessive 

speeds and curb unreasonable behavior (WSDOT, 2003). 

Speed limits should promote safe travel, and should be perceived by the public as 

safe and reasonable. If the public does not understand the consequences of speeding 

to themselves and others, they are less likely to adjust speeds for traffic and weather 

conditions, or to comply with posted speed limits. This can place serious strains on 

the limited resources that are available for speed enforcement and on the relationship 

between the police and the public. Voluntary compliance with speed limits can also 

be improved through greater use of speed management devices and techniques that 

can be built into the existing highway system, as well as incorporated in the 

Intelligent Transportation System (NHTSA, 1997). 
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Davis (1998) reported that the speed limit are intended to help provide safe and 

efficient travel and optimally will be set at the highest safe speed for a segment of 

roadway under good conditions. The limits need to be perceived by the public 

reasonable, or significant fraction of the driving public will disregard them. One 

primary reason for setting speed limits lower than speed considered safe and 

reasonable by the majority of motorists is based on the belief that lower speed limits 

reduced speeds (Parker, 1997). 

Traffic officials generally agree speed limits should reflect the speed of most drivers. 

In spite of all states and most of the local agencies use the 85th percentile speed of 

free flowing traffic as the basic factor. Based on the best available evidence, the 

speed limit should be set at the speed driven by 85 to 90 percent of the free-moving 

vehicles rounded up to the next 5 mph increment. Allowing a 5 mph tolerance, 

enforcement would be targeted at drivers who are clearly at risk (Parker, 1985). 

Even though the speed limit may not concern safety totally, but the setting of speed 

limits is. For completely practical reasons, more fundamentally influenced by some 

basic principles of human behavior. When setting speed zones, traffic engineers base 

decisions on several fundamental concepts proven over the years to be true: 

. The majority of motorists drive in a safe and reasonable manner 

. The normally careful and competent actions of a reasonable person should be 

considered to be legal 

. Laws are established for the protection of the public and the regulation of 

unreasonable behavior of a few individuals 
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. Laws cannot be effectively enforced without the consent and voluntary 

compliance of the majority . 

Research and experience have shown that effective speed Hmits are those that the 

majority of motorists naturally drive (Minnesota Department of Transportation, 

1998). Most traffic officials agree they should be working to improve the knowledge 

of the drivers of the effects of speed limits and to develop criteria that are objective 

and scientifically sound (Tignor and Warren, 1990). 

Design Speed, Operating Speed and Posted Speed Limit 

Speed is used both as a design criterion to promote consistency and as a performance 

measure to evaluate highway and street design. National Cooperative Highway 

Research Program (NCRP, 2003) reported that there is a strong relationship between 

design speed, operating speed and posted speed limits. These relationships could be 

used to design and built roads that would reduce the speed desirable for a facility. 

While the relationship between operating speed and posted speed limits can be 

defined, the relationship of design speed with either operating speed or posted speed 

cannot be defined with the same level of confidence. 

Design speed is defined as the maximum safe speed that can be maintained over a 

specified section of highway when conditions are so favorable that the design 

features of the highway govern (James, 1999). In other words, it is the maximum 

speed at which drivers can maintain a safe level of vehicle control on a particular 

section of highway under the conditions for which the highway was designed. This 
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definition implies that the design speed should be selected based on driver 

expectations, the types of highway, terrain and topography (Jaime, 2001). 

The term "operating speed" is a general term typically used to describe the actual 

speed of a group of vehicles over certain section of highway. There are several 

definition been established regarding to the operating speed. For instance, AASHTO 

(1994) "operating speed is the highest overall speed at which a driver can travel on a 

given highway under favourable weather conditions and under traffic prevailing 

condition without any exceeding the safe speed as determined by design speed on a 

section-by-section basis". While, Fitzpatrick and Blaschkle (1993) state that the 

operating speed is the speed at which drivers are observed operating their speed 

vehicles. The 85*** percentile of distribution of observed speed is the most frequency 

used descriptive statistic for the operating speed associated with a particular location 

or geometric feature. Similarly, AASHTO (2000) stated that the operating speeds is 

the speed at which drivers are observed operating their vehicles during free-flow 

conditions. The 85^ percentile of distribution of observed speed is the most 

frequency used measure of the operating speed associated with a particular location 

or geometric feature. 

Definition of posted speed limits as the speed limit is the maximum or minimum 

speed application to a section of highway as established by law and shown on the 

speed limit sign (NCRP, 2003). Properly established speed limits foster voluntary 

compliance and separate the occasional high-risk driver from the vast majority of 

drivers. On the other hand, speed limits that are set artificially low tend to be ignored 

and misatlocate resources, apprehending and prosecuting motorists driving at safe 

13 
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speeds (Tignor and Waren, 1990). When applying the design speed as the main 

criteria in setting the speed limit, the posted speed is usually lower than the design 

speed because it is known that some drivers will speed and also the road conditions 

may sometimes be worse than the ones that were used in the design standards 

(Persaud et. al, 1997). 

These are important because they show the influence the design speed of the 

roadway has on the posted speed limit. To design a roadway there are specific design 

element that must be determined. Some of these are the number of lanes, lane width, 

median type and width (if any), length of acceleration and deceleration lanes for on 

and off ramps, need for truck climbing lanes for roadways with steep grades, curve 

radii required for vehicle turning, and the roadway alignment required to provide 

adequate stopping and passing sight distances (Mannering and Xilareski, 1998). 

However, from a driver's point of view a speed limit set using this base will appear 

unrealistic as the speed affects the design of a relatively few element but is used to 

classify an entire highway segment. For example, long tangent sections in flat terrain 

have higher design speed than sections with curvilinear alignment and this is 

perceived as such by the driver. Thus, when a 5 km of roadway is used to set the 

speed for 50km of a highway it is unreasonable to the driver and lead to substantial 

speed limit violations (Jaime, 2001). 

There are several manuals that give some guidance on setting speed limits and the 

factors to be considered when setting them. American Association of State Highway 

and Transportation Officials (AASHTO, 2000) recommended that the posted speed 
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Hmit be about the 85"- percentile speed in their poiicy on geometric design for 

highways and streets. From the Manual on Uniform Traffic Controi Devices for 

Streets and Highway (MUTCD) gives the following factors which should be 

considered before setting speed zones: i) road surface characteristic, shoulder 

condition, grade, alignment and sight distance, ii) the 85"* percentile speed, iii) 

roadside development and culture and road friction, iv) safe speed for curves and 

hazardous locations within the zone, v) parking practices and pedestrian activity and 

vi) reported accident experience for a recent 12 month period. 

However, the establishment of speed limits should be based on proper engineering 

and traffic (James, 1999). These data include finding the values of the factors: i) 

prevailing vehicles speed, ii) physical features of roadway, iii) traffic control 

characteristics, iv) crash experience and v) condition not readily apparent to the 

driver. But, the 85* percentile speed is the most common consideration of all because 

it is assumed that the majority of drivers can best judge the appropriate speed for the 

condition (Jaime, 2001). Thus, this is a natural speed limit that also shows that small 

fraction of driver who drives at excessive speed (James, 1999). 

The 85"* Percentile Speed 

The basic principle of the 85* percentile method is to establish speed limits based on 

the 85* percentile speed. The 85* percentile speed is the one at below which 85 

percent of drivers travel in free-flow conditions at representative locations on the 

highway or road section. It is listed in numerous sources as a factor that should be 
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considered when establishing a speed Umit. Free flow conditions provide the free 

flow speed of vehicles which is the speed at which drivers feel comfortabie traveling 

under the physical, environmental and traffic control conditions existing on an 

uncongested section of multilane highway (TRB, 1998). 

According to previous studies (TRB, 1998 and Persaud et a j 1997) there are many 

reasons for considering the 85"* percentile speed as the main factor in establishing a 

speed limit. First, it allows the police to focus enforcement efforts on the most 

dangerous speed offenders. Second, the 85"* percentile speed is usually the upper 

bound of a speed range where crash involvement rates are lowest for certain road 

types. Finally, the majority of driver can best judge the appropriate speed for the 

conditions. Further, the 85^ percentile speed as found by speed studies should be a 

principle factor to be used in the determination of proper speed limits because it is 

assumed that 85% of drivers operate at speeds that are reasonable and prudent for the 

conditions present in each situation (James, 1999). 

In addition, the 85^ percentile speed is listed first in important of the entire primary 

factor considered in engineering studies to set speed limits (FHWA, 1998). Finally, 

the effectiveness of speed limits in FHWA sponsored assessment found that 85"* 

percentile speeds ranged from 6 to 14mph over the posted speed limit when the 

posted speed was not based on the 85^ percentile speed. Further, it was found that 

roughly 70% of free flow drivers observed did not comply with posted speed limits. 

In addition, accident risk is minimised at the 90^ percentile of travel speeds observed 

(Harkeyetal 1990). 
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There is a study in Ftorida that shows the 85* percentile speeds exceed the posted 

speed limits in most sites, at the ievel of 5 mph to 10 mph above the posted speed 

limits. Those differences could be due to one or more of following; i) local 

differences were ignored (existing speed limits posted were merely set by the 

statutory maximum speed limit or the design speed, both of which cover a wide 

area), ii) speed limits were set by the 85* percentile speeds and then adjusted after 

taking into consideration other constraints such as crash rate, access density, and land 

use, ii) speed limits by speed zoning investigate were higher than the maximum 

statutory speed. 

John (2003) shows that the study defined the appropriate speed limit as when the 85* 

percentile speed is not more than 8 mph above the posted speed, referred by the 

mean of speed different between 85* percentile speed and posted speed. While, 

Auto and Road User Journal (1997) states that the researchers also looked at 

compliance with speed limits and other speed-related variables. They found that the 

85th-percentile speed for the urban-55 sections was 65 mph. For the rural-65 sections 

the 85th-percentile speed was 74 mph. The fringe-55 areas "serve as transitions 

between the urban and rural segments with in-between speed statistics". By and 

large, those results lend credence to the argument that motorists drive at speeds that 

they feel is appropriate, apparently independent of the posted speed. On urban-55 

segments, where drivers are more confined by the geometric characteristics and more 

likely to encounter congestion, speeds are considerably slower than in fringe-55 

areas, which are more open and less congested. This also indicates that freeway 

speed limits set closer to the 85th-percentile speed may be more appropriate and 

would lead to better compliance. 
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Limit of the 85*" Percentiie Method 

The three main negative aspects of using the 85* percentiie method are as fotiows; 

first, there is great difficulty measuring condition under which drivers freely choose 

their speed. This is desirable because the 85'" speed has been shown to vary with the 

prevailing speed limits and enforcement levels. Second, the 85* percentile speed 

often exceeds the design speed, which raises safety and litigation issues. Finally, 

conditions such as the traffic volume and time of day can cause great variation in the 

85* percentile speed (Persaud et al., 1997). 

Further, in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM, 1997) stated that the studies of the 

flow characteristics of multilane highway should be done under the following ideal 

condition: i) level terrain with grades no greater than 1 to 2%, ii) 12 ft lane width, iii) 

minimum total lateral clearance of 12ft in the direction of travel, iv) no direct access 

points along the roadway, v) divided highway, vi) only passenger cars in the traffic 

stream, vii) free flow speed of 60 mph or more. These conditions are ideal only from 

the point of view of capacity and level of service and do not relate to safety or other 

factor. 

In addition, the 85* percentile method cannot be used on very low-volume roadway. 

This is due to the fact that it is very difficult to obtain an adequate speed sample for a 

spot speed study. In those situations it is better to use trial speed runs over the 

roadway section (James, 1999). Finally, a study from 1998 cautioned against setting 

the speed limit primarily on the basis of the 85* percentile speed because it is not 
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appropriate for at! roads. An cxampic cited was urban roads which have a mix or 

road users and high traffic voiumcs and ievct or roadside devctopment (i'RH. 199S) 
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CHAPTER IH 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter described the design, method of data coHection and analysis used. As 

with most accident research studies, earlier investigation conducted elsewhere 

shaped the current methodology for this study. The protocol for methodology of the 

study is shown in Figure 3.1. First stage was identification of the site selection. 

Second stage was selecting appropriate site location based on previous stage. Third 

stage was the data collections for each site location been selected. Forth stage was on 

carrying out analysis from the data obtained. Final stage is in obtaining the findings 

and drafting the recommendation for this study. 
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Identification of sctection sites 

Selecting of the site 
section 

Data collection for spot 
speed 

Yes 

Recorded th 
specifi 

s raw data in 
c from 

Analys e the data 

Discussion and recommendation 

3.1 Methodology of Study Flow Chart 
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Location of Study 

There were several factors being identified on selecting the site location. Firstly, the 

sites were found on the section having the posted speed iimits and the drivers 

perceived that the posted speed limits appeared apparently. Secondly, the appropriate 

station or locations were selected where the speed measuring equipment was setup to 

avoid alerting the drivers to the presence of those particular equipments. Thirdly, it 

was made sure the prevailing condition traffic on the sections chosen permitted the 

drives where they have a choice to drive on their operating speed. 

The identified site locations selected were located on North South (PLUS) 

expressway where the stretch was from Kuala Lumpur to Seremban. Whereby, Kuala 

Lumpur is known as the Central Business District (CBD) area while Seremban is the 

nearest capital for the southbound trip. Following are the section of the selected site 

location: 

Posted Speed 
Limit (km/h) 

Area Location 

80 Sg. Besi Adjacent Plaza Toll of Sg. Besi 

90 Serdang Rest and Recreational (R&R) 

110 Seremban Rest and Recreauonal (R&R) 
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Sample Size 

The duration of the study shouid be such that number of vehicle speed required for 

statistical analysis. Typically, the minimum sample size is at least 30 vehicles with 1 

hour duration (Gamer and Hoel, 2002). The developed formula by Gamer and Hoet 

(2002) was chosen to determine the appropriate data sample size. 

The formula as; 

where; N = minimum sample size 

Z = number of standard deviation corresponding to required confidence 

level 1.96 for 95% confidence level, 

o* = standard deviation (km/h) 

d = limit of acceptable error in the average speed estimate (km/h) 

The collection data for spot speed study was conducted for three hour. Therefore, 

the calculation for minimum number of data collection used 95% confidence level 

(z=1.96), while standard deviation of 10 km/h was estimated from preliminary data 

collection within 1 hour with 30 vehicles and limit of acceptable error was 2 km/Is 

adopted. The following calculations apply: 

/V = (9.8)' 

/V = 96 
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Therefore, a sampte size of 96 wouid give a representative with no more than 0.05 

sampiing error with 95% confidence ievei. For this study sample size of 100 vehicles 

was selected within three hour on data collection. 

Data CoHection Method 

Based on the 100 vehicles for each vehicle classification chosen within three hour 

coHection of the data, a laser speed meter were used with for the spot speed study. 

This meter was able to measure the speed of a specified vehicle within a 1 km/h from 

distances up to 1 km away. The spot speeds measuring were done in the opposite 

direction and in the rear direction of the vehicles. The data collections were 

conducted from 10.00 a.m. up to 1.00 p.m. for a period of about a month beginning 

from 23"* May to 27* June 2004. 

Classification of Vehicles 

The data coHection covered standard classification of vehicles, which include 

motorcycles, cars and taxis, light van and utilities vehicles, medium lorries, heavy 

lorries and buses according to the National Traffic Census by Highway Planning 

Unit (REAM, 2002). 
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